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Grez, Near Dusk
By Niall Campbell

Just a postcard to say not that it has rained
but that it smells impossibly of rain.
Moths feed on this silk hour, there’s smoke from chimneys
where families are preparing for the change.
Let me explain how the bowed sky is heavy
with the deep-song of the failing colour
and yet it’s missing. But stay. Wait with me.
Things will be different when the sun is lower.
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Favourite Poem cont.

I haven’t got an all-time favourite poem,
depends on where I am in my life, so ask me
tomorrow and it could be one of Jane
Hirschfield’s, or yesterday and perhaps it was
one of Jackie Kay’s, but today it’s Niall
Campbell’s ‘Grez, near Dusk’. I heard him
reading in Aldeburgh, I think it was 2019, so I
hear the poem in his soft lilt.
I love its simplicity on the page – how it starts –
Just a postcard – and the easy beauty of the
phrases, e.g. Moths feed on this silk hour and then
that attempt let me explain how the bowed sky is
heavy…
The last stanza has a certain longing about it –
those two commands But stay. Wait with me. and
then the promise of the last line – Things will be
different when the sun is lower.

It’s a poem of calm, and of hope – almost the
opposite of another poem which is sometimes
my favourite – Sheenagh Pugh’s ‘After I came
back from Iceland’, again a clean poem with
accessible poetry, but the last lines to me are not
of hope but of compromise – how we’d all settle
for second best / once we’ve forgotten there was
something more. I like poems which are short
enough for me to write/squash on to postcards;
I come across them again in books, among
recipes, or tucked away in drawers, and
although sometimes they now seem distant, it’s
always a chance to enjoy and think about them
again. I like longer poems too, of course, but
they stay on their pages or, if they have arrived
by email from Poem-a-day or Poetry Foundation
and are likely to be a favourite, they get
archived, very occasionally printed out.

Eleanor J Vale


